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Description o_f research carried out:

In the course of the last years the IBM-XT/AT and compatible

computers became the most wide-spread tools of gamma-spectrum

evaluation. The contemporary multichannel analyzer consists of a

personal computer equipped with a plugged in analyzer card or a

connected analyzer a3 well as a multichannel emulation program.

Although these programs offer 3ome convenient services in

addition to those which are usual in conventional multichannel

analyzers (e. g. simple isotope identification), they are

applicable for the evaluation of simple spectra only (they can

not resolve multiplets, generally do not handle efficiency, ).

Although at different multichannel analyzer manufacturers

and research laboratories quite many program packages were

developed for more sophisticated gamma-spectrum evaluation, none

of them can be considered to be perfect in different respect. For

instance the package ASAP (Nuclear Data) indicate an excellent

peak search sensitivity, but it is quite weak in close multiplet

resolution, while the GAMMAW (dr Westmeier) resolves close

multiplets, but its peak search sensitivity is unsatisfactory.

In our Institute we had very good experiences with the



GAMANAL program (originally developed by R. GUNNINK and J. B.

NIDAY in the Lawrwnce Livermore Laboratory [1]), running on big

framework computers in batch processing environment (such as

CDC-6600 [1], IBM-370/195 [2]. or ES-1030 [31, ES-1055, ES-1060).

In comparison with the other similar programs (e. g. SAMPO or

ACTIVE) its most characteristic feature is the way it treats the

background continuum in the gamma-spectrum. Instead of fitting an

arbitrary (usually polynomial) background function together with

the peak functions in a relatively narrow energy (channel)

region, GAMANAL determines the background continuum for the

entire spectrum, identifying the "non peak" regions and

interpolating beneath each peak with a smoothed step function.

Thi3 procedure ensures a physically more realistic background

determination even under wide, extremely complex peak regions,

fully automatically.

During the period covered by this final report the

syntactical errors were corrected, taking into account the syntax

of RM FORTRAN compiler. The input of different spectrum format

was also solved: the former version of GAMANAL read gamma-spectra

from magnetic tape in different special formats, using TAPERD

subroutine. A new subroutine (FILERD) was written which reads

spectra from disc files of type used by ORTEC analyzers (ADCAM or

ACE) and evaluation programs (file type .CHN).

The original command structure of the GAMANAL program, which

was designed for batch processing, is still kept unchanged, the

system of inputs and outputs is re-organized, taking into account

the disc file organization of MS-DOS. The sequence of commands

for one run of the program should be prepared in advance in a

disk file (for the evaluation of one or more spectra) using any

ASCII editor, the results of evaluation can be directed



optionally to the printer or disc file. The program optionally

can write other files in addition to the main output (their file

name is the same as the name of the spectrum file under

evaluation, except the file name extension, which is

characteristic to the type of the file). The most important is a

short peak list, to use as an input for further evaluation (e. g.

isotope identification, efficiency, activity or concentration

calculations, decay correction or fitting of (complex) decay

curves). Others make possible to follow the details of the

spectrum evaluation (background determination and fitting of peak

regions, in form of tables), are used in exceptional cases only.

The program can do energy calibration, can take into account

efficiency data, and can determine, and use in the intensity

determinations, the random pile-up Io3s correction of the

spectrometer using pulse generator peak of known frequency. The

available version of the program doesn't contain the isotope

identification option.

The use of GAMANAL in the present version is a bit

old-fashioned (batch-oriented), somewhat similar to that of

GAMMAW program, but it is quite simple. Its work can be

controlled by 12 code words (compare with the 35 code words of

GAMMAW). The application of GAMANAL in the case of a new

gamma-spectrometer should be started by a relatively careful peak

shape calibration, based on single peaks with good statistics. It

is somewhat more complicated and more time-consuming, than at

other contemporary programs, but the result is a more powerful

and more correct spectrum evaluation. Generally it can give quite

reliable results in a fully automatic evaluation, without the

visual inspection of graphical representation of the fitted

curves. In this respect the batch organization has an advantage



against a menu-driven interactive organization, being faster in

routine applications for the evaluation of numerous spectra (its

use can also be built into batch files, as a part of a more

complex evaluation procedure). However, to make easier the

preparation of the input command files to GAMANAL, we started to

develop an independent utility program to it, a GAMANAL COMMAND

FILE EDITOR. It will be a menu-driven interactive program, taking

care of the syntax of the different control commands of GAMANAL.

The resolution power of the modern high resolution germanium

detectors can only be exhausted completely, if the spectrum is

expanded properly (the width of the peaks, FWHM, is about 3 to 5

channels). In most of the cases it supposes the acquisition of 8K

channel spectra, which is provided in modern analyzers. Since the

original version of GAMANAL was designed to analyze up to 4K

channel spectra, the modification of the program in this respect

3hould be done. Since the 8K version of the program uses much

more computer memory (with about 82K Bytes), two versions are

offered.

The output of the program is completed with some useful

messages (e. g. on the total number of counts in the spectrum,

the average counting rate, on the opening of optional output

files together with their file name, e. t. c.)

The spectrum evaluation power of GAMANAL as well as GAMMAW

and ASAP was compared by evaluation of different test spectra

developed during the IAEA Workshop on Evaluation of Commercial

Gamma-Ray Software (Vienna, 10-21 October, 1988).

The work of GAMANAL was checked by the evaluation of

gamma-spectra measured by different germanium detectors

(including the HPGe detector purchased under this contract), using

different conversion gain, counting rate and counting statistics.



A numerical error occurring occasionally during the

evaluation of spectra containing peaks with very high counts

(underflow in exp. function) is also corrected.

Results obtained:

A complete User's Manual is written to GAMANAL [4]

(enclosed), containing a short description of the method used in

it, and a detailed description of its use.

The evaluation power of the three above-mentioned programs

were compared in respect of the peak search sensitivity,

multiplet resolution, accuracy of area determination and error

estimation.

The PEAK SEARCH SENSITIVITY of the programs was compared by

the evaluation of the 3SIGMA and 1QSIGMA test spectra. Each of

these spectra contains 18 peaks on a changing continuum

background, the height of the peaks being 3 or 10 standard error

of the background beneath the peak. The sensitivity of the peak

search is characterized by the maximum value of the quality of

detection factor (Q_. ), defined
Umax

Q D = 1 -
FP + NV

where A is the number of really present true peaks (18 in these

spectra), NV is the number of undetected true peaks, FP is the

number of detected false peaks. The maximum is searched by

changing the sensitivity limit parameter of the program. The

results are presented in Table 1. (Q-Qn_a )•



program
3pectrum

10SIGMA

3SIGMA

Table 1.

GAMANAL ASAP GAMMAW

Q=0.889 Q=1.000 Q=0.722
NV=1 FP=1 NV=O FP=O NV=2 FP=3
Q=0.222 (3=0.000 Q=-0.611

NV=8 FP=6 NV=14 FP=4 NV=16 FP=13

The MULTIPLET RESOLUTION power of the programs was compared

by the evaluation of the PEAKTEST test spectrum, containing 19

doublets and 4 triplets. While GAMANAL and ASAP can resolve

multiplets in which the peaks are a3 close to each other as

0.85FWHM even if the amplitude ratio is 0.05 (and these values

might not be the limits of resolving power of these programs),

ASAP fails to resolve multiplets with peak separation of 1.3FWHM

or less, or up to 1.8FWHM if the amplitude ratio is far from 1

(3ay 0.05). In summary, GAMMAW resolved all of the multiplets,

GAMANAL failed to resolve only 1, and not the mo3 difficult

doublet, while ASAP failed in the case of 9 doublets and 3

triplets.

ACCURACY OF AREA DETERMINATION. For all of these programs

the accuracy of area determination in the case of single peaks is

approximately equally good, except the case of very small

(3sigma) peaks, for which the accuracy of GAMMAW program is about

twice worth than that of the other two programs (this comparison

is made for those small peaks only, which are found by each

program). In the case of close multiplets the area determination

accuracy of GAMANAL is at least twice or more better, than that

of GAMMAW (for the components of those multiplets, which are not

resolved by ASAP).

ERROR ESTIMATION. ASAP estimates the area errors quite



realistically (but it can not find small peaks and resolve close

multiplet3). GAMMAW generally overestimates the area errors, but

for difficult cases (small peaks and close multiplets) it tends

to underestimate them. GAMANAL estimates the area errors

realistically, or for difficult cases tends to overestimate them.

Conclusions drawn:

GAMANAL can run now on IBM-XT/AT, its original control

structure is essentially unchanged. It has no graphical output.

Its work is carefully tested with different spectra, including

those measured by the high resolution HPGe detector, purchased by

the iaea in the frame of this contract.

The test runs and comparisons with two other programs, using

artificially constructed test spectra, show that GAMANAL is still

competitive with the newer programs.

Ecoisct expenditures:

Contribution of the IAEA:

-EGPC 13-1,90 High purity germanium coaxial DM 16100.00

detector set

-Vertical dipstick "streamline" cryostat DM 9500.00

-Freight charges (SFr. 187,40) DM 217.39

Total expenditure of the IAEA: DM 25817.39

Contribution of the Institute (100 HFt =1.62 US$):

-Computer compatible with IBM AT (381113 HFt) US$ 6174.00

80286/80287 processor, 2 floppy drives,

1 40 MBytes hard disc, EGA adapter

-20 pcs Floppy discs (2500 HFt / 10 pcs) US$ 81.00

-2 bxs Printer paper (1700HFt / bx) US$ 55.08

-Printer Fabric Ribbon (928HFt) US$ 15.00

Total expenditure of the Institute: US$ 6325.08
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1. HISTORY, AVAILABILITY

The GAMANAL program, a computer code for automatic evaluation of
complex, high-resolution gamma-ray spectra, was originally
developed by R. GUNNINK and J. B. NIDAY in the Lawrence Liveraore
Laboratory [1], to run on big framework computers in batch
processing environments.

The? present adaptation named GAMANAL XT/AT is based on a version
lMnning in Debrecen since 1978 on a computer ES-1030 [2].It is a
stripped-down version with no graphical output and isotope
identification routines, and it uses more simple efficiency
table, compared to the original. The author is indebted to S. B.
KAUFMAN for the version of the program in use at the Argonne
National Laboratory in 1975 C3].

The present version is designed to run on IBM-XT/AT and
compatible personal computers. It is compiled by RM/FORTRAN
compiler. The program is available in 8K and 4K versions , for
the evaluation of maximum 8K or 4K channel spectra, respectively.
At compilation a computer equipped with 8087/80287/80387
arithmetic coprocessor is supposed, since without it the
computing time would increase approximately 60 times. The
computing time is approximately 2-6 min for an 8K spectrum on a
4.7MHz XT (it depends on the complexity and statistics of the
spectrum, on the quality of shape parameters, e. t. c).

The program is available either as a FORTRAN source file or as an
executable code file (4K or 8K versions) from:

S. Nagy
Institute of Experimental Fhysics
Kossuth University
H-4001 DEBRECEN
P 0 Box 105
HUNGARY

Please, specify the needed files and send formatted empty
diskettefs) of enough capacity according to the following table.

ile name (version)

GAMANAL.FOR
GAMANAL.EXE (8K)
GAMANAL.EXE (4K)

file size
(Kbytes)

91
122
121

memory requirement
(Kbytes)

311
229

2. GENERAL DESCRIPTION [11

The aim of this program is to analyze high-resolution gamma-ray
3pectra collected from Ge(Li) or HPGe detectors. The program
reads up to 4096 (4K version) or 8192 (8K version) channel
3pectra from disc files, and can analyze up to 400 peaks.

It can make energy calibration, resolve quite complex peak3,

This work was supported by the IAEA under Contr. No. 5296/RB,
and in part by the Hungarian Research Fund, Contr. No. 259/86



determine their position (optionally in keV), net area above
continuum background, and peak intensity (counts/s). Optionally
it can read efficiency/energy table and correct the peak
intensities for detector efficiency calculating the emitted from
source photon intensities (photons/s), as well as correct the
intensity results for random pile-up losses using generator peak
of known pulse frequency in the spectrum. Optionally it can also
write the results into disc files, to use a3 input for further
evaluation (e. g. isotope identification, efficiency, activity or
concentration calculations, decay correction or fitting of
(complex) decay curves) not offered by GAhANAL.

3. METHOD

In comparison with the other similar programs its most
characteristic feature is the way it treats the background
continuum in the gamma-spectrum. Instead of fitting an arbitrary
(usually polynomial) background function together with the peak
functions in a relatively narrow energy (channel) region, GAMANAL
determines the background continuum for the entire spectrum,
identifying the "non peak" regions and interpolating beneath each
peak with a smoothed step function. This procedure ensures a
physically more realistic background determination even under
wide, extremely complex peak regions, fully automatically.

The evaluation procedure starts with the background function
determination, which is subtracted from the entire spectrum,
resulting in a "net" spectrum (fluctuating around zero in the
"non-peak regions" and being significantly positive in the "peak
regions").In further analysis the "peak regions" of this "net"
spectrum are treated.

A single peak is described as the sum of a Gaussian and a tailing
function on its low-energy side as follows

.2

yi=yo-e +A.yo.e
B(VV.[l-,

where
y. = net data counts in the channel x.

y = peak height

a - -1/2.a (a - peak width parameter)
x = channel value of i-th point

x = peak position

A,B and C are parameters describing the tailing function (A and B
are the amplitude and slope of the exponential tailing
function, its multiplier with parameter C ensures its smooth
reduction to zero approaching the peak position).

6-1 for (xL-xo) < 0

6 = o for (y-L-y-Q) > o

Instead of a or a, the peak width is characterized by the usual
full width at half maximum (FWHM = 2.355c).

a A, B and C are considered as peak shape parameters (and so
they are characteristic to the gamma-spectrometer and slightly to



the counting rate), while x and y. as parameters of the

individual peak. The peak shape parameters are determined from
the fitting of single, good "standard" peaks (shape calibration),
and then they are considered as constants, during the evaluation
of 3pectra collected with the same spectrometer (spectrum
analysis).

3.1. Shape calibration

Since the tailing parameters B and C are independent of the
energy, they should be determined where the tailing is most
pronounced, from the highest-energy peak, and thereafter held
fixed for lower energy peaks (the quantity C is so insensitive
term, that it is difficult to measure its value, and a constant
value of 0.4 seems to fit to all spectrometers).

The shape parameters FWHM (or a) and A are energy dependent.
Their energy dependence are described by two new parameters for
each of them, as follows:

[(FWHM)Z-0.46].(GAIN)Z = S(1)+E.SC2)

ln(A) = S(3)+E.S(4)

where
E = energy of peak in keV
GAIN = conversion gain (channel width) in keV/chann-1
3.46 = Sheppard's correction, correcting the peak width

increasing, caused by grouping all counts in a given
channel at the channel center (by digitalization of the
pulse amplitudes).

To be uniform, the other two shape parameters are re-defined as
S(5) = B
SC6) = C

and so one can describe the four original shape parameters at any
energy by six new ones:

S(l), S(2), ..., S(S)
GAMANAL refers to these values as shape parameters. Further
notations in GAMANAL:

SKEW1 = A
SKEW2 = S(5).GAIN

SKEW3 = Sf6)

Note, that since S(l) and S(2) describes the FWHM in keV, and the
Sheppard's correction is taken into account, as well as SKEW2 in
keV is used instead of B, these shape parameters are independent
from changes in the spectrometer gain!

3.2 Spectrum analysis

The goal of spectrum analysis is the determination of parameters
xo and yo for all the peaks in the spectrum (using pre-determined

shape parameters). The final results are the energy of ?--lines
(determined from x peak position using energy calibration

equation) and the intensity of j-—lines (determined from the peak



area obtained using y peak height and the shape parameters, and

the live counting time, optionally taking into account the
correction for random pile-up losses) or photon intensity of
>'-lines ("determined using optional efficiency data; using
quadratic interpolation on log-log scale between the efficiency
points).

During the evaluation process, each "peak" region of the "net"
spectrum is fitted by the sum of peak functions (defined above).
The peaks are located automatically by a peak search algorithm.
The fitted curve is compared with the measured one and if the
residual exceeds a certain value, additional peak is inserted.

Under certain conditions, a parabolic increment to the background
is added to the fitted function. This is allowed because there
are some regions for which the above described procedure cannot
always make a good assessment of the background (e. g.
backscattering region of low-energy photons, too wide "peak
regions", e. t. c ) .

Since the peak width parameter (FWHM or a) is a very sensitive
parameter, small spectrum-to-spectrum variations of resolution
can produce poor fit3 on statistically good peaks, if it is held
constant. To overcome thi3 problem, the width parameter is varied
within certain limits to find the best fit (the limit can be
changed). An exception is inade for a peak occurring approximately
at 511 keV, 3ince this peak may be considerably broadened if it
is due to positron annihilation, its width parameter can be
varied without limitation.

The net peak area is determined in two ways: integrating the
fitted peak function (named in the output as 'CALC.COUNTS'); and
by simple summation of net counts in the "peak region", in
multipletts dividing proportionally between peaks according to
their peak height (named 'PROP. COUNTS'). At intensity
calculations the average of the two area is used. Their
difference is taken into account in the error of intensity
calculation. Since the shape of the pulser peak may be
considerably different from y-lines, at the optional pile-up
correction calculation the 'PROP. COUNTS' area is used.

4. USE OF THE PROGRAM

The structure of control over the execution of the program is
saved to be rather batch oriented then interactive. This
philosophy is motivated by the fact, that GAMANAL can give quite
reliable results in most of the cases in a fully automatic
evaluation. This way the use of GAMANAL can be built into batch
files, as part of a more complex evaluation procedure.

The control of the program execution is realized by reading
different commands (consisting of a command word and some
parameters), referred by the program and this manual as "control
cards" (this name reflects not only that historical situation,
when they were real punched cards, but also that fact, that they
are more or less compact units of control, the assembly of a
control file can be done by selection of the appropriate "control



cards" from another file, representing a "'bank of control
cards" 'i. The most convenient way of running GAMANAL is to prepare
a control file containing the necessary "control cards" in
advance, and use it as an input file. In principle it is possible
to type the commands directly from the keyboard at run time, but
it is quite inconvenient because of their firm structure and
non-interactive organization of the program.

4.1. Input files

The program uses two (types of) input files:
-control (command) file, containing the necessary "control
cards":
-Specicum file(s). containing the gamma spectrum (spectra) to be
evaluated and defined by the DATAIN "command card" (see in 5. ).

The control file can be edited by any ASCII file editor,
according to the syntax of the different "control cards" as
described in S. of this manual. Each "card" is represented in
the control file as a line. The control file should contain a
"control card" STOP, as last one, to finish program execution
properly. To make easier the preparation of the command files, an
independent utility program to GAMANAL, a GAMANAL COMMAND FILE
EDITOR is under development. It will be a menu-driven,
interactive program, taking care of the syntax of different
"command cards".

Ihe spectrum file- readable by GAMANAL, in principle, may be in
different formats, as defined by the subroutine FILERD in
GAMANAL. At present FILERD is written for only one format: the
format used by the MAESTRO MCA emulator for ORTEC ADCAM and ACE
computer-based analyzers. The name of the spectrum file
(optionally including path) should be given in the control file
(see in 5. )

An alternative way to read in spectra to GAMANAL is by the use of
"control card" CARDS, wh:ch reads the spectrum from the control
file, following the "control card " CARDS, as channel contents in
ASCII character format (see in 5. ).

4.2. Output files

The program uses one standard and three (types of) optional
output files:
-main (standard) output, containing the copy of "control cards"
read in, a description of parameters used in different parts of
spectrum evaluation, a detailed output of shape calibration (if
it is done) including the details of iteration steps and a
detailed tabulation of fitted curve, and a detailed peak list of
spectrum analysis (if it is done);
-siaori E&ak. liat (optional), containing only the serial number,
energy, photon intensity and its relative error for each peak in
the analyzed spectrum, in format (I3,F7.2,E13.6,E11.3), according
to FORTRAN convention. Preceding this peak list, the title of the
spectrum, the run identifier and the number of peaks; the name of
spectrum file; as well as the start time (TSTART), the reference



time (TREF). and the real time of counting (TREAD are written
into the file, in three lines, in formats (A120.2I4), ('
FILENAME: ',A30) and (613,3X,6I3,3X,E13.6),respectively;
-details Q£ fitting procedure during spectrum analysis
(optional), the same way, as included in the main output in the
case of shape calibration (details of iteration steps and a
detailed tabulation of fitted curve);
-l«\s£ of .the original spectrum, an intermediate background, and
ihfi final background with the "net" spectrum.

One single main output file, corresponds to each run of GAMANAL
(to each ",iob". or practically to each control file). The maximum
length of lines is 127 characters in this file.

Each of the optional output files, if it is written, corresponds
to a singl= shape calibration or spectrum analysis process (thus
in a single job. mors than one of the same type of optional files
are possible). The name of the optional files is given by the
program automatically. Their name is identical with the name of
the input spectrum file., to the evaluation of which they
correspond, except for the file name extension, for which it is a
certain convention, as follows. The first letter of the file name
extension refers to the optional file type: P for snaci ££ak

F for details <af fitting, and S for list s£ s,pectrum.
and Ilnsill 3pectrum. To distinguish different analysis

of the same 3pectrum, in the "control card" PROCESS one parameter-
is used as the "run identifier" (a. two digit integer, see in 5. ),
and this number is used as the last two digits of the file name
extension (it is the responsibility of the U3er to use
significant "run identifiers", otherwise the former file will be
overwritten). If the list of spectrum, background and "net"

i3 written during shape calibration, the last two
letters of the file name extension is SH.

When an optional output file i3 opened, a message is written to
the main output filfi-

4.3. Execution of the program

The general form of DOS command line to execute GAMANAL8 is
as follows:

GAMANAL8 > outfUenafle <• infilename
where
infilename - is the name of the control file.
outfilename - is the name of the main (standard) output file

If infilename is omitted (which is not suggested), the input of
"control cards" is waited from the keyboard.

If out filename is omitted, the main output is written to the
screen. Outfilename can be PRN or LPTX, routing the main putpu.fr
directly to the printer.



5. DESCRIPTION OF THE "CONTROL CARDS" CCOMMANDS)

The "control cards" have a uniform format. Each of them begins
with a command v^id of maximum 8 letters, as listed below, which
is followed by maximum 7 numerical parameters, typed in the
fields of columns from 11 to 20, from 21 to 30. ..., from 71 to
30, respectively. The parameters are read in as floating point
numbers for convenience in typing, and may be converted to
integers by the program. The overall format of the "control
cards" in FORTRAN convention is (A8,2X,7F10.0). These parameters
are referred to as DUMMY(i) in the description below. If a field
of a parameter is left empty, a zero value is supposed, and it
means the default value. Some of the "control cards" must be
followed by ("some) "parameter card(L-)".

Each of the parameters has a default value. If the value of any
parameter is changed, this new value remains in effect until it
is changed aga5.n.

DATAIN

DUMMY(l)

DUMMY(2)

DUMMY(3)

DIJMMY(l)

DUMMY(2)

SHAPEIH
DUMMY(i)
DUMMY(7)

DUMMYm

NQNJ4IN.

- Reads a spectrum f_r_om. disc lUsu. A "parameter card"
containing the name of spectrum file (including path,
if necessary), in format (A30), must follow.

- spectrum format (type). If
=6.0 ORTEC MAESTRO MCA spectrum (.CHH).

- the live time of counting in sec. If zero, the time
read from disc file is used. If no time is read from
disc file and DUMMY(2)=0, live time = 1.0 is used.

- if "> 0.0 a second "parameter card", containing the
reference time (TREF) in format (YYMMDDHHMMSS) must
follow the file name card.

- Ssada tiJS spectrum JXQBJ the control f_ile. after this
"control card", as "parameter cards" in format
(10F8.0), which must be preceded by a "title card"
containing the description of the 3pectrum, in format
(A80).

- is the number of channels in the spectrum
(determining the number of spectrum cards or lines).

- the live time of counting in sec.

- Reads values of shaEfi parameters.
- i = 1, ,6 are read as shape parameters Sfi).
- acts as a lower cutoff of FWHM. For energies below
DUMMY(7), FWHM is held constant at the value
corresponding to energy E=DUMMV(7). (Seme detector
systems exhibit this type of behavior, namely the
FWHM becomes constant below a certain energy.)

- E&ada energy calibration parameters. The calibration
is polynomial, as follows:

E = Gm+G(2).X+G(3).3r+...
- i = 1 ,7 are read as G(i). G(2) is defined as the

GAIN of the system.

Reads iHS £ax_am.e_t£Cs. £ Q correct nonlinearjty o£ £he.
finscgy. calibration which some analyzers exhibit and
which cannot be fit well by a polynomial. This
nonlinearity at low channels can be corrected by



adding a term
DUMMYf1).exp[X.DUMMYf2)]

to the channel number X. DUMMYf2) should be < 0,
the correction decreases with increasing channel.

so

EEEIN - BsMs a set o_f energy/efficiency "cards", a table of
absolute full energy peak efficiency in function of
energy in keV.

DUMMYf1) - the number of "data cards" to be read after this card
fmaximum 20). Each card contains the energy in keV
and the corresponding absolute efficiency, in format
(2E10.Cn. DUMMYf1) =0.0 clears the efficiency tc the
default value 1.0.

SHAPJEOQ - Shape calibration*. Specifies one or more peaks in the
spectrum to be used for determination (some) of the
shape parameters.

DUMMYf1) - the number of peaks to be fitted, up ta a maximum of
15. This card must be followed with "data cards" for
each peak to be fitted, giving its approximate
channel position and exact energy in keV. format
(2F10.0).

DUMMY(2) - specifies which shape parameters are to be fitted:
= 0.0 fit S(l) and S(2) only leaving others
unchanged,
= 1.0 fit Sfl) to S(4) only leaving others unchanged,
=2.0 fit S(l) to S(5) only leaving 5(6) unchanged,
= 3.0 fit Sfl) to S(6).
Sf5) and Sf6) will be fitted U3ing the highest energy
peak; Sfl) to Sf4) are evaluated by least-square fit
of energy-dependence of FWHM and A.

DUMMYf3) - specifies the number of parameters (order of
polynomial + 1) to be fitted at energy calibration
using all of the selected peaks. If DUMMY(3) <= 1.0,
no energy calibration is done.

DUMMY(4) - >= 1.0 means that the least-square fit of S(l) to
S(4) is not done, and the former values of the
parameters are left unchanged.

EULSEE

DUMMYf1)

DUMMY(2)

EEQCESS

DUMMYf1)

DUMMYf2)

Determination of correction for random pile-up losses
by the pulse generator method and use it to determine
the live time of counting (corrected for pile-up
losses) for the photon intensities (photons/s)
calculations in spectrum analysis (PROCESS). A pulser
peak with well-known frequency should be present in
the spectra to be analyzed.
the approximate channel position of the pulser peak
(within +- 5 channels).
• the frequency of the pi:lser (counts/s) injected to
the spectrum.

• Analyze (a part of) a spectrum.
"control card" can be modified
OPERATOR, OPTIONS and PULSER.

The effect of this
by "control cards"

- = first channel to be analyzed. If zero, the first
channel is set to 50.0.

- = last channel to be analyzed. If zero, the last
channel of the spectrum is used.
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DUMMYO) - the number of peaks in the spectrum to be used as
enerey calibration points, up to a maximum of 15.
This card must be followed with "data cards" for each
peak to he used, giving its approximate channel
position and exact energy in keV, format (2F10.0K
The program finds the peak closest to each one and
uses the exact channel number of that peak in the
energy calibration.

DUMMY(4) - specifies the number of parameters (order of
polynomial + 1) to be fitted at energy calibration.

DUMMY(5) - > 0.0 causes to write sheet peak list into an
optional disc file in addition to the detailed peak
list written to the main (standard) output.

DUMMY(6) - run identifier (an integer number of 2 digits max.).
It will be written with the results in addition to
the title of spectrum, and is used as the last two
digit3 of the file name extension in the name of the
optional output files.

QEEEAJQR - Allows to change the values of different parameters
determining .the. asecirum evaluation scosess.

DUMMY(1) - affects the sensitivity of distinguishing peak and
non-peak data: default = 1.5.

DUMMY(2) - not used.
DUMMYC3) - if the number of peaks in a multiplett exceeds this

value, a parabolic increment to the background is
added: default = 5.0.

DUMMYC4) - data exceeding the background by this number of
standard deviations are tested as possible peak
regions: default = 2.5.

DUMMY(5) - sensitivity for finding peaks by the first derivative
method; default =2.0.

DUMMY (<5) - the number of standard deviations by which the data
may exceed the fit before an additional peak is
inserted; default - 6.0.

DUMMY(71 - the maximum percentage change allowed in the FWHM
calculated for each peak; default = 30.0.

OPTIONS - Allows to change values of parameters determining
whether, different optional output files Hill hs.
written or. not-

DUMMY(l) - = 7.0 causes to write the list of spectrum.
background and "pet" spectrum optional output file at
SHAPEDO and PROCESS.

DUMMYC2) - = 2.0 causes to write the details of fitting optional
output file at PROCESS.

NEKE&GE - QutEut of a SI IFQEMEEEDi character liuoE to a new.
paesl in the main (standard) outcut.

STOP - Halts program execution.
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6. USEFUL HINTS

The spectrum analysis gives good results if the shape parameters
are correct. Therefore the shape calibration for a new
spectrometer should be done extremely carefully. Although SHAPEDO
works for multiplett peaks too, it is highly advised to use
single, clean peaks with good statistics. One can find the most
reliable shape parameters by executing SHAPEDO on a number of
spectra, plotting their results and finding the best values of
shape parameters for the given spectrometer. If the peak shapes
are changing significantly with the counting rate, it is advised
to determine the 3et of shape parameters at different counting
rate, and use the appropriate one at the spectrum analysis
according to the counting rate of the spectrum to be analyzed.

The shape calibration procedure is highly sensitive to the
initial values of the shape parameters. If they are too far from
their optimal value, the iteration procedure in SHAPEDO can be
not convergent. If this is the situation, it means, that the
default values for the shape parameters are not good enough for
the given spectrometer. In such a case the estimated values of
the shape parameters should be read in by SHAPEIN before SHAPEDO
is executed, as initial values. The details of fitting procedure
printed out during 3hape calibration allow the user to evaluate
the goodness of fit (and indicating the presence of possible
contaminations in the peak, e. g. multiplett structure). If one
can not estimate good enough initial values of the shape
parameters for the given spectrometer, it i3 advised to fit S(l)
and SC2) only, leaving others fixed; then to fit S(l) to S(4),
using the result of the former fit as initial values; and so on.

Never use 511 keV positron annihilation peak in shape
calibration!

To force the program to resolve very close multipletts, one
should limit the percentage change allowed in the FWHM to a low
value (DUMMY(7) in OPERATOR). This needs very good shape
parameters!
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APPENDIX: File structure of ORTEC MAESTRO spectrum files

The spectrum itself is preceded by a header information of 32
bytes long and is followed by a trailer information of 384 bytes
long. The structure and contents are as follows:

Header part of the file:
Byte Byte Contents
Offset Length
0 2 Must be -1
2 2 MCA number
4 2 Segment number
6 2 ASCII seconds as start time
8 4 Real time (increments of 20 m3)
12 4 Live time (increments of 20 ms)
16 8 Start date as ASCII DDMMMYYO or binary zeros if

not known
24 4 Start time as ASCII HHMM or binary zeros if not

known
28 2 Channel offset of data (number of first channel)
.30 2 Number of channels (length of data)

The next part of the file contains the spectrum stored as 4-byte
integers.There are no record separators in the file. The number
of spectrum records i3 determined by the number of channels in
the spectrum.

Trailer part of the file (the byte offsets are relative to the
end of the spectrum):
Byte Byte Contents
Offset Length
0 2 Must be -101
2 2 Reserved
4 4 Energy calibration zero intercept, 0.0 for

uncalibrated spectrum
8 4 Energy calibration slope, 1.0 for uncalibrated

spectrum
12 4 Reserved
16 4 Peak shape calibration zero intercept. 1.0 for

uncalibrated spectrum
20 4 Peak shape calibration slope. 1.0 for

uncalibrated spectrum
24 232 Reserved
256 1 Length of detector description (max. 63)
257 63 ASCII characters of detector description
320 1 Length of sample description (max. 63)
321 63 ASCII characters of sample description
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This diskette demonstrates the uss of 6 Ail AHA L riT-'A. oroqra*,
some spectra as well as input and output flies..

T ;• con tains the following files

ei! tati on
README?
GAM ANAL.. DOC

rum filess
CAL.UCHN

the different control fxJess

1OS:CGI'IA,,CHW
3SIGHA.CHH
PEAK TEST ,,CHh!

control files:
SHAPE ,,GC
PROCE..GC

batch file to execute BAHAMA!.,.
W.ftU ,• BAT

result filers (output) from BA
SHAPE„RES
PFfOCE.RES

To execute demons trat:i on runs of the program,, t/pc tiz.HU* After
th& execution,, the result files written by the proqrafp (.PE/ can
bt; compared with the car respond Anc) included ones c.fi'ci:}.

r.cri.r.rl.:ion of the function of tfrff&rait. control fi J*̂r.s

IAEASHAPF..GC and PR0CE,.GC demonstrates the evaluation of so
t;->ct soectra con tain ina artificial peaks.
SHAPE,iSC makesi -s simple shape calibration based on 7 r.caks in
CAL1 spectrum, usina the default shape paraseters as input
values™ Usinq the shape parameters Just determined? it evaluates
11"! e s a m e s p e c 1. r u. m .•
PROCE,.GC evaluates some other spectra, usinq the shape parameters
determined in the preceding run. as input values. The following
e v a 1 u a t i o n s a r t? i n c 1 u d s d 3
lOGSIGH.CHN spectr. (biq peaks) with default paraxeterg
lOSIGHA.OIN <3pectru (mediuni sixed peaks) uxth default jaratnetcrs
10S.TGI1Ai.CHN with elevated peak search sensitivity •s&rs.mctor
ji:>IGflA»CHN Sfiec:tr^ fsmall peaks) witn default paramcte'"=
3S1GI'!A, CI-IN spectr. with lowered peak search sensitivity parameter
PKAKTEST.CHN soectr, (doublet and triplet roaks) with default

par?.meteHi;
F'IKAKTEST,,nHi'l spectr,, with lowered limit -*or width pf.ra.Tieter
change and with lowered limit for additional peak insertion,,
forcing to resolve; close mul li pi&tt peaks«


